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In the early days, main functions of universities were teaching profound 
knowledge and inquiring profound scholarship. And because of the isolation out of 
society, the universities were compared to “ivory tower”. As the times and social 
progressing, the requirement of society was changing. Then, the functions of 
university were constantly expanding and rich. And now, it not only includes talent 
training, the only function in the past, but also scientific research and social services. 
As the newest function, social services received a wide publicity. As a result, theory 
circle has researched its formation and development history deeply, and has acquired 
consistent view. But on the situation and problems of the function, theory circle have 
different opinions. 
This theory will try to do some innovation and development on the basis of 
research results ever. Moreover, it will propose scheme for the construction of social 
services ability in china in practical terms, and make contribution to its scientific 
decision making as well as big advance making. The article will do research by the 
following areas. 
First, summarize the content, ability and pattern bout social services of 
universities in theory. 
Second, beginning from the perspective of public policy, and combining the 
formation, development and policy change of social services abilities of universities, 
this article will have more accurate grasp on the effect of the abilities. 
Third, study and reorganize the situation, problems and countermeasures about 
social services abilities of universities. As well as, the theory will propose its own 
opinions and suggestions. 
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